Abstract: Carbonaceous meteorites provide the best glimpse into the solar system's earliest physical and chemical processes. These ancient objects,~4.56 billion years old, contain evidence of phenomena ranging from solar system formation to the synthesis of organic compounds by aqueous and (likely) low-temperature photolytic reactions. Collectively, chemical reactions resulted in an insoluble kerogen-like carbon phase and a complex mixture of discrete soluble compounds including amino acids, nucleobases, and monosaccharide (or "sugar") derivatives. This review presents the documented search for sugars and their derivatives in carbonaceous meteorites. We examine early papers, published in the early 1960s, and note the analytical methods used for meteorite analysis as well as conclusions on the results. We then present the recent finding of sugar derivatives including sugar alcohols and several sugar acids: The latter compounds were found to possess unusual "D" enantiomeric (mirror-image) excesses. After discussions on the possible roles of interstellar grain chemistry and meteorite parent body aqueous activity in the synthesis of sugar derivatives, we present a scenario that suggests that most of Earth's extraterrestrial sugar alcohols (e.g., glycerol) were synthesized by interstellar irradiation and/or cold grain chemistry and that the early solar disk was the location of the initial enantiomeric excesses in meteoritic sugar derivatives.
Introduction
A subset of meteorites classified as "carbonaceous" preserves a valuable glimpse of early solar system chemical and physical processes. This is particularly true of the CI, CM, and CR classes of carbonaceous meteorites, which are viewed as the most unaltered (pristine) since their formation [1] . The majority of carbonaceous meteorites are assigned to the "carbonaceous chondrite" class of meteorites, and we will therefore refer to them as CCs. Their constituent pre-solar grains [2] are an intriguing illustration of their antiquity, as they include the oldest known condensates in the solar system,~4.56-billion-year-old calcium-aluminum inclusions in the Allende and other CCs [3] . Presolar grains also contain evidence of even earlier events such as the origin of the solar system. Isotopes ( 60 Fe, etc.) show that supernovae likely had a role in triggering solar system formation [3] [4] [5] [6] . SiC grains, direct condensates from supernova, are found in several CCs such as the Murchison meteorite [5, 7] . The analysis of Cr isotopes in several oxide grains from the Orgueil CC also implicates supernovae in solar system formation [3, 8] .
In addition to supernovae, the presence of multiple other types of stars at (or before) the birth of the solar system [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] indicates that sufficient ambient radiation was available for the chemical synthesis A note on pristine meteorites: although meteorites generally categorized as "pristine" do show relatively less aqueous and thermal alteration, recent observations have reemphasized the fact that that some do contain evidence of (very localized) aqueous activity. For example, from a study of components of CR2-3 and CO3.0 carbonaceous meteorites [19] , the authors concluded that fine-grained material likely underwent small amounts of pre-accretionary aqueous alteration by melted water ice. The melting could have taken place by multiple mechanisms including shock waves in the solar nebula and heating from 26 Al inside precursor planetesimals [19] . Another study of the very pristine CR3.0 chondrite MET 00426 [20] illustrated a close spatial association between organic matter and water, and suggested physical and chemical interactions between the two. After an ice-melting event(s), apparently some fraction of the water-soluble component of organic matter was distributed into surrounding cracks and grain boundaries. It was further suggested that this aqueous alteration was of sufficient strength to have transformed soluble compounds into insoluble material. In this article, we will point out how very early aqueous-phase reactions, i.e., before those A note on pristine meteorites: although meteorites generally categorized as "pristine" do show relatively less aqueous and thermal alteration, recent observations have reemphasized the fact that that some do contain evidence of (very localized) aqueous activity. For example, from a study of components of CR2-3 and CO3.0 carbonaceous meteorites [19] , the authors concluded that fine-grained material likely underwent small amounts of pre-accretionary aqueous alteration by melted water ice. The melting could have taken place by multiple mechanisms including shock waves in the solar nebula and heating from 26 Al inside precursor planetesimals [19] . Another study of the very pristine CR3.0 chondrite MET 00426 [20] illustrated a close spatial association between organic matter and water, and suggested physical and chemical interactions between the two. After an ice-melting event(s), apparently some fraction of the water-soluble component of organic matter was distributed into surrounding cracks and grain boundaries. It was further suggested that this aqueous alteration was of sufficient strength to have transformed soluble compounds into insoluble material. In this article, we will point out how very early aqueous-phase reactions, i.e., before those in meteorite parent bodies (asteroids), may have played a role in shaping the enantiomeric properties of meteoritic organic compounds. 3C-6C Straight-chain sugar (aldose) enantiomers. The biologically more abundant enantiomers are shown in black, and the relatively rare enantiomers are in red. In some cases, the less common enantiomer of a pair is still found in biology, e.g., both enantiomers of arabinose are shown in black. However, the L enantiomer is much more common. The D enantiomers of threose and galactose are more common than the L.
The Reported History of Meteoritic Polyol Research

Early Reports of Meteoritic Sugars
Despite the scarcity of meteoritic polyol research, the essential roles of these compounds in current life and their likely importance at the origin of life warrant a compilation of relevant published literature. Pre-Murchison meteorite studies on the possible presence of polyols in meteorites focused almost exclusively on sugars and no other polyol derivatives. Degens and Bajor Figure 2 . 3C-6C Straight-chain sugar (aldose) enantiomers. The biologically more abundant enantiomers are shown in black, and the relatively rare enantiomers are in red. In some cases, the less common enantiomer of a pair is still found in biology, e.g., both enantiomers of arabinose are shown in black. However, the L enantiomer is much more common. The D enantiomers of threose and galactose are more common than the L. One of the unusual and relevant properties of CCs is that chiral members of one class of compounds will contain ee while those in other classes can be found as racemic in the same meteorite, for example, ee-containing amino acids [9] and racemic carboxylic acids in the Murchison meteorite [25] . We will address this general question in the discussion of possible locales and origins of polyol ee (Section 5). While amino acids have been the subject of a long history of analysis [9, 26] , there are few reports of polyol analysis in meteorites. In the following section we will focus on these publications, which include molecular identifications and the recent analysis of enantiomer ratios of individual polyols. We will then examine polyol synthesis in laboratory simulations under interstellar-type conditions and propose a scenario for producing early solar system enantiomeric excesses.
The Reported History of Meteoritic Polyol Research
Early Reports of Meteoritic Sugars
Despite the scarcity of meteoritic polyol research, the essential roles of these compounds in current life and their likely importance at the origin of life warrant a compilation of relevant published literature. Pre-Murchison meteorite studies on the possible presence of polyols in meteorites focused almost exclusively on sugars and no other polyol derivatives. Degens and Bajor [27] presented a short report on the analysis of two meteorites: Bruderheim (an "achondrite"; year of fall, 1960) and Murray (a CC; year of fall, 1950). Sugars were measured at 20 micrograms/gram (i.e., parts per million, or ppm) in Bruderheim and 70 ppm in Murray. However, no analytical details were given, and chirality was not discussed. A follow-up paper that included the original author stated that the original analyses were done with 80% ethanol extraction and acid hydrolysis of the two meteorites [28] . The analytical techniques of the expanded work included thin-layer chromatography, ultraviolet/visible spectroscopy, as well as infrared and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Meteorite samples were eight CCs, five non-CC chondrites, and one achondrite. Of the CCs, Murray was the youngest specimen; all others had fallen from 54 to 124 years earlier. Ultraviolet/visible spectroscopy of extracts revealed weak maxima in the region of 225-275 nm, suggesting tentative evidence of sugars, however, peaks were generally very broad or only shoulders and simply suggested a complexity of compounds. The final determination of sugars (qualitative and quantitative) was done by paper chromatography. Detected were the six-carbon sugars glucose and/or mannose, and much smaller amounts of the five-carbon sugars arabinose and xylose. For sugars above trace levels, concentrations ranged from 5 to 26 ppm, with mannose and glucose being the most abundant: The general decrease in order of abundance was mannose, glucose, xylose, and arabinose. No mention was made of enantiomer ratios of individual compounds. In controls and solvents, no sugars or amino acids were found. However, serine was found in relatively large abundances, while non-biological compounds were not reported. As more recent analyses have shown, serine is not a major meteoritic amino acid [29] . Murchison meteorite analyses have nearly all shown that in a series of homologous compounds, rare non-biological members of the series are also prominent and fit within the general pattern of decreasing abundance with increasing carbon number, i.e., such a series represents an abiotic and thermodynamic process [9, 10] . The discussion of contamination in the early work (described above) was expanded upon in a contemporaneous review [30] with a general conclusion that contamination was a likely problem in multiple aspects of the analyses. In addition, the major analytical technique, paper chromatography, was described as "an imprecise analytical method" [30] . It is quite possible that the difficulty of meteorite analysis in lieu of contamination from ubiquitous biological sugars (including all of the sugars reported above) discouraged subsequent research in this area for decades.
Recent Reports of Meteoritic Polyols and Their Enantiomer Properties
The most recent works on the search for meteoritic polyols reported the finding of one sugar (dihydroxyacetone), several sugar alcohols, sugar mono-and di-acids and deoxy sugar acids [17, 31] (Figure 3 ). sugars reported above) discouraged subsequent research in this area for decades.
The most recent works on the search for meteoritic polyols reported the finding of one sugar (dihydroxyacetone), several sugar alcohols, sugar mono-and di-acids and deoxy sugar acids [17, 31] (Figure 3) . [17, 31] . Deoxy sugar acids are marked with (*), sugar alcohols are underlined, and dicarboxy sugar acids are italicized. The only sugar (by definition) is the 3C compound dihydroxyacetone, a ketose that exists in equilibrium with its aldose isomer, glyceraldehyde.
The identifications ranged from the two-carbon (2C) ethylene glycol to several six-carbon (6C) compounds, including a multitude of both biological and non-biological polyols shown in Figure 3 . Furthermore, each series of compounds featured a general decrease in abundance with increasing carbon number, as expected for an abiotic synthesis. However, the decrease in abundances from the 3C sugar alcohol (glycerol) and 3C sugar acid (glyceric acid) to their respective 4C homologs was unexpectedly large relative to previously observed homologous series of meteoritic compounds [9, 10] . This may have implications for the initial mode of formation of polyols (Section 3).
The origins of the meteoritic polyols were attributed to possible aqueous reactions and/or photolysis of precursors on interstellar grains. Among the rare, non-biological polyols, the detection Structures and names of all known polyols identified in carbonaceous meteorites [17, 31] . Deoxy sugar acids are marked with (*), sugar alcohols are underlined, and dicarboxy sugar acids are italicized. The only sugar (by definition) is the 3C compound dihydroxyacetone, a ketose that exists in equilibrium with its aldose isomer, glyceraldehyde.
The origins of the meteoritic polyols were attributed to possible aqueous reactions and/or photolysis of precursors on interstellar grains. Among the rare, non-biological polyols, the detection of branched compounds such as the 4C sugar alcohol 2-hydroxymethylglycerol (HMGly), and the sugar acid 2-hydroxymethylglyceric acid (HMG) (Figure 3 ) was supporting evidence of abiotic chemistry. In particular, HMG was found to be more abundant than its two relatively common isomers (erythronic acid and threonic acid) in at least one meteorite (GRA 95229) and likely in others [31] . If a portion of these two branched compounds was formed in aqueous reactions [32] [33] [34] [35] a plausible synthetic mechanism is the addition of formaldehyde to glyceraldehyde to give the branched sugar 2-hydroxymethylglyceraldehyde which could then undergo a cross-Cannizzaro reaction to give its corresponding alcohol (HMGly) and acid (HMG) [36] . Of course, any sugars originally present on the meteorite parent body could simply have been oxidized to their corresponding aldonic acids in solution, e.g., ribose → ribonic acid. HMGLy is also a product of low-temperature (~15-80 K) photolysis of interstellar ice analogs (Section 3.2) [37] .
The enantiomer analysis of polyols in multiple meteorites revealed a surprising pattern of increasing D/L ratios with increasing carbon number ( Figure 4 ). The percent excess of an enantiomer is calculated as shown in Section "Enantiomer Properties of Polyols and Their Relevance to the Origin of Life". Only D excesses were observed in aldonic acids of ≥4C, while deoxy sugar acids and chiral sugar alcohols were racemic [31] .
reaction to give its corresponding alcohol (HMGly) and acid (HMG) [36] . Of course, any sugars originally present on the meteorite parent body could simply have been oxidized to their corresponding aldonic acids in solution, e.g., ribose → ribonic acid. HMGLy is also a product of low-temperature (~15-80 K) photolysis of interstellar ice analogs (Section 3.2) [37] .
The enantiomer analysis of polyols in multiple meteorites revealed a surprising pattern of increasing D/L ratios with increasing carbon number (Figure 4) . The percent excess of an enantiomer is calculated as shown in Section "Enantiomer Properties of Polyols and Their Relevance to the Origin of Life". Only D excesses were observed in aldonic acids of ≥4C, while deoxy sugar acids and chiral sugar alcohols were racemic [31] . The smallest (3C) sugar acid, glyceric acid, was found to be approximately racemic in multiple meteorites. This is significant given the ubiquitous nature and high abundance of D-glyceric acid in biology. Large D/L ratios are nearly always observed in soils and even the crust of contaminated meteorites (see Supporting Information (SI) in [31] ). Relevant to ideas presented in this article, we note here that since glyceric acid contains only one chiral carbon it would appear to be relatively susceptible to racemization. However, in laboratory experiments simulating plausible meteorite parent body aqueous solutions, no racemization was seen in glyceric acid in the timescale (months) of the experiments (SI in [31] ). In addition, the high range of temperatures (~70 °C) in the experiments was sometimes held for extended periods (several weeks), and the pH was often brought to 11 (with Na2CO3) to hasten any possible racemization. In the astrophysical setting to be presented below, this might imply that, once formed with a particular D/L enantiomer ratio, glyceric acid's final (observed) enantiomer ratio might reflect the original. But of course, even CC parent bodies may vary from relatively gentle to harsh conditions, and harsh conditions may have racemized any glyceric acid that was initially formed with enantiomeric excess. It is still worth noting that in the recent study of meteoritic polyols, glyceric acid was racemic in a variety of CC [31] , at least suggesting the possibility that its enantiomeric ratio reflects early formation processes.
The chiral 4C aldonic acids erythronic and threonic were analyzed in multiple specimens of Murchison and a sample each of GRA 95229 and ALH 85013. These two acids were found to possess Figure 3 ) increase with carbon number [31] . The asterisk shown in the 6C value is extrapolated based on the D/L trend of 3C → 4C sugar acids as reported in [31] .
The smallest (3C) sugar acid, glyceric acid, was found to be approximately racemic in multiple meteorites. This is significant given the ubiquitous nature and high abundance of D-glyceric acid in biology. Large D/L ratios are nearly always observed in soils and even the crust of contaminated meteorites (see Supporting Information (SI) in [31] ). Relevant to ideas presented in this article, we note here that since glyceric acid contains only one chiral carbon it would appear to be relatively susceptible to racemization. However, in laboratory experiments simulating plausible meteorite parent body aqueous solutions, no racemization was seen in glyceric acid in the timescale (months) of the experiments (SI in [31] ). In addition, the high range of temperatures (~70 • C) in the experiments was sometimes held for extended periods (several weeks), and the pH was often brought to 11 (with Na 2 CO 3 ) to hasten any possible racemization. In the astrophysical setting to be presented below, this might imply that, once formed with a particular D/L enantiomer ratio, glyceric acid's final (observed) enantiomer ratio might reflect the original. But of course, even CC parent bodies may vary from relatively gentle to harsh conditions, and harsh conditions may have racemized any glyceric acid that was initially formed with enantiomeric excess. It is still worth noting that in the recent study of meteoritic polyols, glyceric acid was racemic in a variety of CC [31] , at least suggesting the possibility that its enantiomeric ratio reflects early formation processes.
The chiral 4C aldonic acids erythronic and threonic were analyzed in multiple specimens of Murchison and a sample each of GRA 95229 and ALH 85013. These two acids were found to possess an average of 44% D excess in the range of 33-55%. The end-member values came from separate Murchison specimens, and only one measurement of erythronic acid was reported. The authors made note of the fact that one measurement included a 43% D excess of threonic acid in GRA 95229, a meteorite that was demonstrated to be nearly free of observable contamination. However, this raises a question of why certain sugar acids (the aldonic acids) possess enantiomeric excesses while others do not, i.e., the deoxy sugar acids are racemic [31] . This will be addressed below (Section 8) after discussions of possible mechanisms to generate pre-solar enantiomeric excesses.
The 5C aldonic acids ribonic arabinonic, xylonic, and lyxonic revealed even larger D excesses, both individually and as a group (Figure 5c ), than the 4C aldonic acids. In the most clean Murchison sample (M39) ee ranged from 57% (ribonic acid) to 82% (xylonic acid). Excluding xylonic acid, the ee range narrows considerably: ribonic, 57%; arabinonic, 60%; and lyxonic, 61%.
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The 5C aldonic acids ribonic arabinonic, xylonic, and lyxonic revealed even larger D excesses, both individually and as a group (Figure 5c ), than the 4C aldonic acids. In the most clean Murchison sample (M39) ee ranged from 57% (ribonic acid) to 82% (xylonic acid). Excluding xylonic acid, the ee range narrows considerably: ribonic, 57%; arabinonic, 60%; and lyxonic, 61%. [31] may actually be from a chiral alkaline or polymer reaction product of glyceric acid (as shown by glyceric acid standards in carbonate solutions). However, other runs of GRA 95229 show that both glyceric acid and possible reaction products are racemic.
6C Sugar acid enantiomer analyses were reported for two meteorites Murchison and GRA 06100. In Murchison, six of the eight possible aldonic acids were identified: Allonic, gluconic, mannonic, gulonic, galactonic, and talonic. Mannonic acid was the most abundant (743 nmol/g) followed by gluconic acid (243 nmol/g). Only D enantiomers were found, which was attributed to the possibility that total abundances in this group were simply too low to observe the L enantiomers. However, despite the overall low abundances, two of the 6C sugar acids, mannonic acid and gluconic acid, were comparable in abundances to the 5C aldonic acids. Therefore, the question: Why were there no observable L enantiomers of the 6C acids, at least for mannonic acid and gluconic acid? One possibility is that, because life's carbohydrate polymers are composed predominately of the D enantiomer, and the latter two (D) acids are common in biology, they were contaminants and [31] may actually be from a chiral alkaline or polymer reaction product of glyceric acid (as shown by glyceric acid standards in carbonate solutions). However, other runs of GRA 95229 show that both glyceric acid and possible reaction products are racemic.
6C Sugar acid enantiomer analyses were reported for two meteorites Murchison and GRA 06100. In Murchison, six of the eight possible aldonic acids were identified: Allonic, gluconic, mannonic, gulonic, galactonic, and talonic. Mannonic acid was the most abundant (743 nmol/g) followed by gluconic acid (243 nmol/g). Only D enantiomers were found, which was attributed to the possibility that total abundances in this group were simply too low to observe the L enantiomers. However, despite the overall low abundances, two of the 6C sugar acids, mannonic acid and gluconic acid, were comparable in abundances to the 5C aldonic acids. Therefore, the question: Why were there no observable L enantiomers of the 6C acids, at least for mannonic acid and gluconic acid? One possibility is that, because life's carbohydrate polymers are composed predominately of the D enantiomer, and the latter two (D) acids are common in biology, they were contaminants and thus the lack of observable meteoritic L enantiomers simply reflects this contamination. On the other hand, it is possible that these 6C acids were indeed indigenous and the lack of L enantiomers simply follows from the observed (indigenous) progression of increasing D excesses, from 4C to 6C (Figure 4 ) [31] . The authors presented various literature and laboratory experiments in addressing the question of potential contamination. As mentioned, results on six Murchison 6C aldonic acids were shown (excluded were idonic acid and talonic acid). Shown in Figure 5d is a trace of GRA 06100 data from the same work that includes idonic acid, galactonic acid, and gluconic acid, and again, no L enantiomers were observed. Unexpectedly, and in contrast to Murchison, mannonic acid (and the remaining 6C acids) in GRA 06100 is either absent or present in only a trace amount. Due to signs of contamination in GRA 06100, only the 6C sugar acids data was regarded as reliable because six of the eight members (including idonic acid) are biologically rare on Earth. In addition to the above ee-containing discrete compounds, the more abundant organic phase of CC, the macromolecular carbon, also contains a (unknown) source of asymmetry [34] . It was suggested that the increasing ee (and size) of discrete polyols and the mysterious ee of the macromolecular carbon are linked by a common synthetic mechanism [31] .
It should be stressed that, within each group (4C, 5C, 6C), all of the sugar(aldonic) acids with ee are diastereomers (i.e., stereoisomers that are not enantiomers). These compounds are relatively difficult (but not impossible) to racemize due to their possession of more than one chiral carbon (SI in [31] ) and therefore their D/L ratios are valuable records of an early asymmetrical synthesis in the solar system. However, the 4C deoxy sugar acids 2,3-erythro-and 2,3-threo-dihydroxybutyric acids (Figure 3 ) are also diastereomers but racemic: Their chiral properties also record early synthesis but apparently one that took place under different conditions from those of the larger aldonic acids.
The Synthesis of Meteoritic Polyols
In the sections below, we will discuss possible formation pathways (aqueous, photolytic, hydrogen addition) of polyols, without the addition of detailed chemical mechanisms. However, we keep in mind that other factors likely contributed to general synthetic processes, e.g., the reactions of radicals, as supported by the examination of the CC macromolecular carbon phase which revealed that radicals are still trapped constituents,~4.56 billion years after solar system formation [38] . In addition to more standard reactions, radicals could have played significant roles in potential magnetochiral processes (Section 7).
Meteorite Parent Body (Aqueous) Synthesis of Polyols
Aqueous reactions of formaldehyde and/or glycolaldehyde may be responsible for the presence of several meteoritic polyols such as sugars and/or their derivatives. A likely prebiotic mechanism for their formation, whether on Earth or in extraterrestrial settings, is the "formose reaction" [39] [40] [41] . This reaction, which is actually a set of reactions, was traditionally described as formaldehyde (CH 2 O) undergoing self-addition in strongly alkaline (high pH) aqueous solution to gradually build a variety of hydroxylated compounds of increasing carbon number. Among the products were said to be glycolaldehyde, ethylene glycol, glyceraldehyde, glycerol, ribose, and other five and six carbon sugars, including glucose, and ketone sugars. However, the formose reaction was also reported not to occur in pure solutions of formaldehyde due to the absence of an enolizable carbon needed to initiate aldol chemistry [42] . Instead, small amounts of organic catalysts, e.g., glycolaldehyde or carbohydrates, were needed [33, 42] , which created doubt as to the prebiotic plausibility of the formose reaction in the absence of such initiators. Yet, in interstellar environments, formaldehyde is often found with glycolaldehyde [43, 44] and many other molecules (for a list of interstellar molecules, including formaldehyde and glycolaldehyde, see [45] ). In addition, formaldehyde [46] , and glycolaldehyde [47] are constituents of CC and thus a formose-type reaction during aqueous alteration on a meteorite parent body would be chemically plausible.
Historically, the strong base calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH) 2 ) is the most common alkaline catalyst in laboratory formose reactions. However, carbonates, i.e., much weaker bases, will also catalyze the reaction but product yields can be substantially lower for any given temperature [41] . Still, as judged from CCs, the asteroid parent bodies likely provided (at least periodically) adequate conditions for these formose-type reactions to occur. In addition to aqueous activity and the presence of formaldehyde and glycolaldehyde, carbonates are relatively abundant in CCs and it is not uncommon to observe up to several percent carbonate in these meteorites [48] [49] [50] . In addition, pH measurements of CC extracts are often in the~7-10 range, partly due to carbonates. However, while laboratory formose reactions are generally performed in temperatures ranges of~50-100 • C, estimates of aqueous (water) [52] . Measurement of oxygen isotope ratios of water in certain CCs indicate carbonate formation at a "low temperature" range of <150 • C [53] . However, most estimates of aqueous alteration temperature in the most pristine CC favor the lower temperature range, <50 • C. Meteoritic formose-type reactions at <50 • C combined with weaker carbonate catalysts might explain the lower overall relative abundances of each homologous series of polyols, i.e., sugars, sugar alcohols, and sugar acids [17] .
Surprisingly, the meteoritic lower mass (2C) alcohol (ethylene glycol), the 3C sugar alcohol (glycerol), and the 3C sugar acid (glyceric acid) were notable for their "over abundance" relative to higher members of their respective homologous series [17] . For example, the 4C sugar alcohols (erythritol and threitol) were estimated to be only~1% of the abundance of glycerol. A separate study involving organic compounds from a range of CR meteorites of different degrees of aqueous alteration (different petrographic types) also found this strikingly consistent abundance pattern for sugar alcohols [47] , as the meteorites ranged from those exhibiting a high degree of (past) aqueous alteration to those that experienced extremely little. From the latter study it can be seen that there is no clear trend across types, with an average abundance of erythritol relative to glycerol and ethylene glycol of~1% (Table 1; Table S7 in [47] ). The ratios and abundances suggest that: (A) more than one mechanism could have contributed to the formation of the lower mass compounds in each series, perhaps through a combination of aqueous, photolytic, and non-photolytic cold-grain chemistry; and (B) aqueous reactions (at least as we know them) were apparently not necessary to form the above-mentioned smaller polyols, i.e., some of the parent bodies of the meteorites had very little evidence of aqueous activity. The studies [47] also reported only trace levels of 5C sugar alcohols (arabinitol, etc.), when they were found at all ( Table 1 ). The constant abundance ratios could also result from the relatively stable (unreactive) nature of the sugar alcohols, i.e., once initially formed at an early pre-aqueous stage they simply persisted through various stages of aqueous alteration. Table 1 . Glycerol/erythritol ratios and abundances of 5C sugar alcohols versus the degree of aqueous alteration in carbonaceous meteorites *. No clear trend in ratios and abundances are seen.
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Interstellar Irradiation Synthesis of Polyols
The foregoing discussions raise the possibility that some fraction of meteoritic polyols were synthesized well before the onset of meteorite parent body aqueous reactions. Meteoriticists have previously concluded that pre-solar material (grains and organic matter) survived the collapse of the solar system's precursor molecular cloud as well as parent body (asteroid) processes [55] .
Although "organic matter" in the above context generally refers to the relatively refractory insoluble carbon phase of meteorites [11, 12] [17] . Meteorites are ordered by petrographic subtype (parentheses), as taken from [1] except for MIL 07525 [54] . Other meteorites with qualitatively large glycerol/erythritol ratios are GRA 95229 and ALH 85013 (calculated data from recent publication [31] ). 5C Sugar alcohols refer to ribitol, arabinitol, and xylitol. tr = Trace levels; nf = not found; tr/nf = one of the three alcohols was not found.
Although "organic matter" in the above context generally refers to the relatively refractory insoluble carbon phase of meteorites [11, 12] , low-temperature photolytic reactions in interstellar environments could provide a source for discrete polyol production and therefore an explanation for the anomalous (high) relative abundances of lower mass meteoritic polyols such as ethylene glycol, glycerol, and glyceric acid. In this article, when we refer to laboratory simulations of interstellar (molecular cloud) photolysis we are referring to experiments that generally include a combination of known volatile interstellar molecules (e.g., H 2 O, CO, CO 2 , CH 4 , CH 3 OH, etc.) that condense on the surface of a cold substrate to form "ices" at very low temperatures (~10-80 K). These ices are then subject to irradiation (typically, UV photons) for various periods of times before they are warmed to room temperature under static vacuum, at which time they are recovered for analysis.
Such simulations have added considerable credibility to the hypothesis that irradiation of interstellar grains coated with ices of small precursor molecules was capable of synthesizing prebiotically important organic compounds [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] . In the case of polyols, included in the photoproducts are significant amounts of lower mass sugar alcohols and sugar acids [56, [64] [65] [66] , smaller amounts of sugars, and the larger molecular weight sugar acids. Initially, questions were raised as to whether the general formation of compounds actually occurred during the warm-up procedure (in preparation for analyses) rather than at the temperature of irradiation. Subsequent experiments have been conducted using laser ablation/ionization mass spectrometry and infrared spectroscopy as in situ analytical techniques that observed the production of compounds in frozen ice mixtures starting at~5 K [67, 68] , demonstrating that organic synthesis can occur at extremely low interstellar temperatures. An attempt to understand, at least qualitatively, the relative significance of the two above-mentioned synthetic mechanisms (aqueous versus photolytic) and to discern the location(s) of synthesis of meteoritic polyols, might have implications for theories on the origin of (or lack of) their observed ee (Sections 2.2 and 5). An example is glycerol and other sugar alcohols. As mentioned in Section 3.1, conditions in meteorite parent bodies were apparently not optimum for polyol production. Even in laboratory formose reactions, where Ca(OH) 2 is used as an efficient catalyst for the production of sugars, one report states that "only a small proportion of alditols form" [32] (alditols = sugar alcohols). In fact, even to produce glycerol in formose reactions, "higher temperatures" and "lower pH" were among the necessary conditions [33] , as this production is due to the resulting increased rate of the crossed-Cannizzaro reaction. In the formose reaction, the most straightforward way to obtain glycerol would be via the cross-Cannizzaro reaction of glyceraldehyde (Scheme 1):
environments could provide a source for discrete polyol production and therefore an explanation for the anomalous (high) relative abundances of lower mass meteoritic polyols such as ethylene glycol, glycerol, and glyceric acid. In this article, when we refer to laboratory simulations of interstellar (molecular cloud) photolysis we are referring to experiments that generally include a combination of known volatile interstellar molecules (e.g., H2O, CO, CO2, CH4, CH3OH, etc.) that condense on the surface of a cold substrate to form "ices" at very low temperatures (~10-80 K). These ices are then subject to irradiation (typically, UV photons) for various periods of times before they are warmed to room temperature under static vacuum, at which time they are recovered for analysis.
Such simulations have added considerable credibility to the hypothesis that irradiation of interstellar grains coated with ices of small precursor molecules was capable of synthesizing prebiotically important organic compounds [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] . In the case of polyols, included in the photoproducts are significant amounts of lower mass sugar alcohols and sugar acids [56, [64] [65] [66] , smaller amounts of sugars, and the larger molecular weight sugar acids. Initially, questions were raised as to whether the general formation of compounds actually occurred during the warm-up procedure (in preparation for analyses) rather than at the temperature of irradiation. Subsequent experiments have been conducted using laser ablation/ionization mass spectrometry and infrared spectroscopy as in situ analytical techniques that observed the production of compounds in frozen ice mixtures starting at ~5 K [67, 68] , demonstrating that organic synthesis can occur at extremely low interstellar temperatures.
Formation of Meteoritic Sugar Alcohols: Parent Body (Aqueous) versus Cold Interstellar Synthesis: Are Meteoritic Sugar Alcohols Primarily Products of Cold Interstellar Synthesis?
Sugar Alcohol Production in Standard (Aqueous) Formose Reactions
An attempt to understand, at least qualitatively, the relative significance of the two above-mentioned synthetic mechanisms (aqueous versus photolytic) and to discern the location(s) of synthesis of meteoritic polyols, might have implications for theories on the origin of (or lack of) their observed ee (Sections 2.2 and 5). An example is glycerol and other sugar alcohols. As mentioned in Section 3.1, conditions in meteorite parent bodies were apparently not optimum for polyol production. Even in laboratory formose reactions, where Ca(OH)2 is used as an efficient catalyst for the production of sugars, one report states that "only a small proportion of alditols form" [32] (alditols = sugar alcohols). In fact, even to produce glycerol in formose reactions, "higher temperatures" and "lower pH" were among the necessary conditions [33] , as this production is due to the resulting increased rate of the crossed-Cannizzaro reaction. In the formose reaction, the most straightforward way to obtain glycerol would be via the cross-Cannizzaro reaction of glyceraldehyde (Scheme 1): Scheme 1. The production of glycerol in the crossed-Cannizzaro reaction [14] .
However, a significant limitation is that glyceraldehyde undergoes this reaction "to only a small extent" [32] . The relative rate of the reaction was thought to be a function of pH and base (catalyst) strength [32, 41] , as it was found that rates increased with increasing strength of the catalyst. For example, with Ca(OH)2 the branched sugar hydroxymethylglyceraldehyde is formed, yet with NaOH (a stronger base), the corresponding sugar alcohol, hydroxymethylglycerol (HMGly, Figure 3 ) is formed. These observations underscore the point that even with a relatively strong base such as Ca(OH)2, it is often difficult to obtain significant yields of sugar alcohols in traditional formose reactions. In fact, the general low abundance of glycerol and higher (≥4C) sugar alcohols in Scheme 1. The production of glycerol in the crossed-Cannizzaro reaction [14] .
However, a significant limitation is that glyceraldehyde undergoes this reaction "to only a small extent" [32] . The relative rate of the reaction was thought to be a function of pH and base (catalyst) strength [32, 41] , as it was found that rates increased with increasing strength of the catalyst. For example, with Ca(OH) 2 the branched sugar hydroxymethylglyceraldehyde is formed, yet with NaOH (a stronger base), the corresponding sugar alcohol, hydroxymethylglycerol (HMGly, Figure 3 ) is formed. These observations underscore the point that even with a relatively strong base such as Ca(OH) 2 , it is often difficult to obtain significant yields of sugar alcohols in traditional formose reactions. In fact, the general low abundance of glycerol and higher (≥4C) sugar alcohols in formose-type reactions routinely allow many researchers to convert their complex mixtures of sugars into sugar alcohols (i.e., to create a "reduced formose") in order to simplify analysis (e.g., [33, 36] ).
Given the low yields of sugar alcohols using a strong base such as Ca(OH) 2 in relatively pure laboratory formose solutions, what yields (if any) are to be expected on CC parent bodies? As described in Section 3.1, the most abundant alkaline catalysts available on parent bodies are carbonate salts which are much weaker catalysts for traditional formose-type reactions, especially if they lack significant proportions of calcium ions. In our ongoing formose-type reactions, we have used carbonates (including calcium) as realistic meteoritic catalysts in place of Ca(OH) 2 . We also conducted reactions at temperatures of 2-25 • C for periods of days to months, used formaldehyde or glycolaldehyde as reactants, and these experiments were done with and without added photolysis. Without photolysis, our results show virtually no observable production of either straight-chain or branched sugar alcohols, even when relatively abundant 4C sugars (erythrose and threose) are produced in the glycolaldehyde experiments (one of these experiments might have produced a trace amount of one 4C alcohol). In spite of the above laboratory results, given what could have been long periods of water activity in parent bodies, the production of at least some amount of glycerol seems plausible.
Sugar Alcohol Production by Low-Temperature Photolytic/Grain Surface Reactions
In addition to the laboratory production of multiple polyols using interstellar ice analogs [37, 56, [64] [65] [66] , recent studies focusing primarily on the production of interstellar glycerol (with isotopically labeled reactants) have offered more evidence of the facile production of this ubiquitous compound. Kaiser et al. [66] used electron irradiation of anhydrous methanol ices to demonstrate the importance of interstellar methanol in glycerol formation. Another study [69] , using ices deposited at 15 K, also identifies glycerol and glyceraldehyde. The latter work concluded that, in contrast to more energetic processes (VUV photolysis, cosmic ray, thermal, etc.) at later stages of molecular cloud evolution, the hydrogenation (H addition) of interstellar CO at the relatively early cold, dark cloud stage should also eventually lead to larger sugars and sugar alcohols. These authors also concluded that compounds produced by the hydrogenation of initial CO would be racemic and that any enantiomeric excesses should occur at later stages. Such studies [59, 65, 66, 69 ] also discuss and demonstrate the likely important role of organic radicals in the production of interstellar organic compounds.
In contrast to the paucity of sugar alcohol production in aqueous-only reactions (Section 3.3.1), relatively large amounts of glycerol are often produced along with lesser amounts of larger (4C-5C) sugar alcohols with added photolysis. The consistent synthesis of sugar alcohols with photolytic formose-type reactions and low-temperature irradiation [37, 70] , combined with the near lack of production of sugar alcohols in non-photolytic, low-temperature, carbonate-catalyzed formose-like reactions, is qualitatively suggestive of cold grain interstellar mechanisms as the origin of the significant fraction of meteoritic glycerol and other sugar alcohols.
Deoxy Polyol Synthesis: Aqueous Reactions versus Low-Temperature Interstellar Synthesis
As mentioned earlier, the meteoritic deoxy sugar acids, to date, are apparently racemic (e.g., Figure 6 ).
Deoxy polyols (Figure 3 ) seem to be even more rare in classical aqueous formose reactions. In contrast, the deoxy polyols 2-methylglyceric acid and 1,3-propanediol were identified in the laboratory low-temperature (80 K) UV photolysis of interstellar ice analogs [36] . The recent report on polyols in meteorites [31] indicated high enrichment of 13 C in 2-methylglyceric acid and glyceric acid, +82‰ and +60‰, respectively (‰ = parts per thousand), with respect to bulk meteorite and Earth values (the Earth standard for 13 C/ 12 C is Pee Dee Belemnite).This would seem to point to a formation in a very cold interstellar environment, e.g., an interstellar cloud (in contrast, preliminary measurements of the 4C aldonic acids erythronic and threonic revealed lower values, +10‰ each). However, the caveats are that these were single measurements (more are needed for confirmation) and D/H ratios were not analyzed: D/H ratios are also used as markers of formation environment for individual meteoritic organic compounds [9] . In any case, can 13 (Section 1), were found to have above-terrestrial bulk values of +6‰ and +600‰ for 13 C and D/H, respectively, in their hydrocarbon (R) moieties [71] , these values were below that of multiple other classes of meteoritic compounds [9] that could well have formed by aqueous processes. However, aqueous processes are ruled out by observations of mass-independent fractionations in the sulfur moieties of the sulfonates [72] . It cannot yet be assumed that one synthetic mechanism assembled the two moieties into the intact sulfonates we now observe. Another Murchison deoxy acid, 2,4-dihydroxybutyric acid, is also racemic [31] . Preliminary analysis of Murchison five-carbon homologs of the above compounds, i.e., 5C dihydroxy acids (not shown), are apparently also racemic. These 5C acids were in the same extracts and analyzed with the same methods as the above 4C deoxy and aldonic acids.
Deoxy polyols (Figure 3 ) seem to be even more rare in classical aqueous formose reactions. In contrast, the deoxy polyols 2-methylglyceric acid and 1,3-propanediol were identified in the laboratory low-temperature (80 K) UV photolysis of interstellar ice analogs [36] . The recent report on polyols in meteorites [31] indicated high enrichment of 13 C in 2-methylglyceric acid and glyceric acid, +82‰ and +60‰, respectively (‰ = parts per thousand), with respect to bulk meteorite and Earth values(the Earth standard for 13 C/ 12 C is Pee Dee Belemnite).This would seem to point to a formation in a very cold interstellar environment, e.g., an interstellar cloud (in contrast, preliminary measurements of the 4C aldonic acids erythronic and threonic revealed lower values, +10‰ each). However, the caveats are that these were single measurements (more are needed for confirmation) and D/H ratios were not analyzed: D/H ratios are also used as markers of formation environment for individual meteoritic organic compounds [9] . In any case, can 13 C/ 12 C and D/H values (‰) of compounds be used in all cases to discern cold pre-solar synthesis (e.g., photolysis) versus warmer parent body aqueous synthesis? For example, while meteoritic organic sulfonates, R-SO3 -(Section 1), were found to have above-terrestrial bulk values of +6‰ and +600‰ for 13 C and D/H, respectively, in their hydrocarbon (R) moieties [71] , these values were below that of multiple other classes of meteoritic compounds [9] that could well have formed by aqueous processes. However, aqueous processes are ruled out by observations of mass-independent fractionations in the sulfur moieties of the sulfonates [72] . It cannot yet be assumed that one synthetic mechanism assembled the two moieties into the intact sulfonates we now observe. [31] . 2-Methyl-α-amino acids have ee in these meteorites. Another Murchison deoxy acid, 2,4-dihydroxybutyric acid, is also racemic [31] . Preliminary analysis of Murchison five-carbon homologs of the above compounds, i.e., 5C dihydroxy acids (not shown), are apparently also racemic. These 5C acids were in the same extracts and analyzed with the same methods as the above 4C deoxy and aldonic acids.
Despite the paucity of deoxy compounds in formose reactions, the formation of deoxy polyols may be possible under some plausible prebiotic non-photolytic aqueous conditions. For example, the presence of small amounts of 2-deoxyribose was reported from hydrothermal formose-type experiments [73] . The highest yields were reported at 200 • C and 100 bar, with 0.5 M formaldehyde in 0.1 M K 2 HPO 4 . The latter conditions are relatively extreme, however the authors report even smaller amounts under different conditions at 60 • C with Ca(OH) 2 as the alkaline catalyst [73] . A small number of deoxy sugar acids can also be formed in formose-type or carbohydrate degradation reactions but usually under relatively harsh conditions that include a very strong base (e.g., NaOH) and heating. For example, 2-methylglyceric acid, 2,4-dihydroxybutyric acid, and a few others are obtained by the degradation of carbohydrates (e.g., [17, 74] ). Although the parent bodies of CC such as Murchison indicate much weaker alkaline conditions (and lower temperatures) than the above, given the time that was available for degradation of (possible) early sugars, the formation of at least some deoxy sugar acids via this mechanism cannot be ruled out. It should be noted, though, that formose reactions performed with and without (sodium) silicate have demonstrated significant preservation of sugars against degradation even in solutions containing the strong base NaOH as the alkaline catalyst [75] . These authors suggested that, due to the ubiquitous nature of silicates, the formose reaction should be considered more prebiotically plausible as the source of early sugars. In the parent bodies of CCs, low temperatures, mild pH silicates, as well as complex-forming cations such as soluble magnesium (relatively abundant) and calcium may have also protected polyols, at least to some degree, from degradation to deoxy and other compounds.
A couple of factors may point to an early indigenous racemic nature of the deoxy sugar acids: (i) although, from a glance at the structure of 2,3-erythro-and 2,3-threo-dihydroxybutyric acids, one could envision a mechanism whereby early ee could have been lost through racemization, e.g., via isomerization between adjacent (and polar) -C-OH groups, this would still leave the question of why the same type of mechanism did not racemize the 4C erythronic and threonic acids ( Figure 5) ; and (ii) another deoxy sugar acid, 2-methylglyceric acid (Figure 3) , has a methyl group on the second carbon and would therefore have been very difficult to racemize if it ever possessed an ee, yet it is racemic while structurally comparable amino acids (i.e., 2-methyl-2-amino) show at least some ee in the vast majority of CCs [26, 76] .
Potential Contributions of Polyols and Precursors from Comets
Comets are generally thought to be the most pristine objects in the solar system [77] . They may provide another window on very early polyol production and chiral characteristics. To what extent are polyols or polyol precursors also found in comets? The European Space Agency's mission to comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (hereafter, 67P) is, to date, the best mission to answer such a question. It features the Rosetta spacecraft and the Philae lander which was equipped with several analytical instruments, including the COSAC (Cometary Sampling and Composition) gas chromatograph-time of flight mass spectrometer and the Ptolemy ion trap mass spectrometer. These instruments detected several organic molecules [77, 78] with abundances or occurrence relevant to the larger polyols in meteorites (asteroids) and other comets. Detected compounds included glycolaldehyde, ethylene glycol, the formaldehyde polymer polyoxymethylene (POM), and a tentative detection of formaldehyde. While a recent article cast doubt on the identification of some of these compounds, including POM and glycolaldehyde [79] , a suspected detection of POM was also made by the Giotto mission to comet 1P/Halley [80, 81] . Furthermore, laboratory studies have supported these observations, as the irradiation of formaldehyde with VUV photons at 13 K [82] produced several compounds including glycolaldehyde, ethylene glycol, and POM. It was proposed that a radical mechanism could account for the formation of these organics in the laboratory as well as in comet 67P and, possibility, for the presence of glycolaldehyde in star forming regions.
While it is still unknown the degree to which polyol precursors such as formaldehyde and glycolaldehyde from interstellar syntheses contributed to the observed meteoritic polyols, the extraterrestrial delivery of these precursors by large amounts of comet and asteroid materials could have played a significant role in the activity of polyols on the early Earth. This may be especially significant in the case of a compound such as meteoritic glycerol, where in one measurement its abundance in the Murchison meteorite (~15 ppm) was higher (in general) than that of the most abundant amino acids [17] . Given the ubiquitous and critical role of polyols (glycerol, glyceric acid, etc.) in biology, the ability of glycerol to act as a solvent for organic syntheses [83] , and the much higher rate of accretion of carbonaceous asteroidal material early in Earth's history [84] , polyols would likely have been very abundant and available for multiple roles in pre-biological chemistry such as phosphorylation and esterification reactions.
Possible Mechanisms for Polyol Enantiomeric Excess Production: Laboratory Results
Could the presumed asymmetric influences that lead to the enantio-enrichment of meteoritic sugar acids (Figure 4 ) also have had an influence on terrestrial prebiotic chemistry and ultimately on the nature of homochirality? Attempts to understand the abiotic origins of these meteoritic excesses might provide some answers. It should be mentioned that several laboratory experiments have produced enantiomeric excesses by means that physically separate pre-synthesized enantiomers, e.g., by differential sublimation, evaporation, melting, etc. However, such compounds are still racemic if the total environment is considered, i.e., if enantiomers in this environment are subsequently re-mixed after short time periods, the formation of homochiral biopolymers might be difficult to achieve due to racemic mixtures [22] (Section "Enantiomer Properties of Polyols and Their Relevance to the Origin of Life").
Organic synthesis taking place on the surface of grains in interstellar space would have been subjected to ubiquitous forces including magnetism and radiation. A combination of magnetism with unpolarized light has been demonstrated to achieve very small (~10 −4 ) but reversible ee by enantio-selective dissociation of an inorganic complex, i.e., a transition metal (Cr)-oxalate complex [85] . The mechanism for the ee was attributed to magnetochiral anisotropy (MCA), the influence of magnetism and light upon chirality [85, 86] . A requirement for this effect is that the orientations of the light (k) and that of the magnetic field (B) are parallel (or anti-parallel) to each other. In a recent (unrelated) study, the separation of enantiomers of multiple chiral compounds (monomers and polymers) on magnetized surfaces was achieved [87] . Separation occurred due to the preferential adsorption of enantiomers onto the surface, which depended on the direction (up or down) of their magnetic dipoles. Because the effect is specific for chiral molecules, the authors propose that the method may be useful as a general means of separating chiral from achiral compounds (and also separations within chiral compounds) in mixtures. Independent of this latter work, a means of discriminating chiral from achiral precursors of amino acids and sugar derivatives may have been present at an early stage of solar system formation (Section 6).
In regard to some prebiotically relevant compounds (amino acids), UV radiation in the form of circularly polarized light (UV-CPL) has been demonstrated in laboratory experiments to preferentially degrade slightly more of one enantiomer in a racemic mixture of leucine, depending on the polarization of the light (right or left), leading to small ee in each case [88] .
The above studies were not concerned with the synthesis of compounds during ee creation, i.e., the target compounds were pre-synthesized. Early attempts to use UV-CPL as the synthetic agent in laboratory simulations of interstellar irradiation included the use of proton irradiation of a gas mixture (CO, NH 3 , H 2 O) followed by UV-CPL irradiation of the resulting soluble residue [89] . This work resulted in the production of small but reversible ee (depending on CPL direction) of +0.44% and −0.65% in one amino acid, alanine. A slightly earlier attempt of UV-CPL irradiation of an H 2 O:CH 3 OH:NH 3 ice mixture at~80 K led to the formation of several amino acids but the measured effect of CPL and subsequent creation of ee proved inconclusive for alanine and diaminopropanoic acid [90] . A subsequent attempt of a similar experiment resulted in the production of reversible ee in alanine ( 13 C) of up to 1.34% [91] . Finally, the most recent experiments of UV-CPL irradiation of H 2 O:CH 3 OH:NH 3 ice mixtures led to the synthesis of five amino acids with enantiomeric excesses up to~2% [92] . Notably, for a given irradiation energy (wavelength) and CPL direction, the sign of ee was the same for all of the amino acids. It should be noted that in all of the above UV-CPL experiments (including [88] ) monochromatic UV light sources were used to achieve the resulting ee, so that experiments employing multiple simultaneous wavelengths (as expected of stellar light sources) would thus be of interest, but not performed to date. Production of ee is also thought possible from CPL resulting from light scattering of interstellar grains and/or the dichroic extinction of linearly polarized light [93] . Both mechanisms require the presence of non-spherical grains that are aligned in "a common direction", aided by magnetic fields of specified conformations. CPL from several interstellar sources has been attributed to the above mechanisms [93] .
From a plausible prebiotic point of view, the general UV-CPL production of ee by preferential destruction of one enantiomer (e.g., [88] ) raises concerns due to the (common) extent of destruction of both enantiomers in order to achieve the, usually, small ee. For example, in [88] , 50-99% of both leucine enantiomers were destroyed during the ee production. However, if any mechanism is constrained and only capable of, for example, asymmetrically disrupting a chiral reaction intermediate (e.g., a complex) to some extent, this might be sufficient for producing ee in the final products while allowing relatively high survival rates of the final compounds. An example of this, although from a different mechanism than UV-CPL, is the temporary dissociation of one enantiomer of the chiral Cr-oxalate complex in magnetochiral experiments [85] ; if this complex was to then undergo further synthetic reactions, the enantiomer ratios of any chiral products may well be affected.
Could one of the above-mentioned mechanisms (CPL, magnetic, or magnetochiral) account for the observed enantiomeric excesses in some meteoritic sugar acids and not others? As discussed in Section 2.2, in a given meteorite specimen, aldonic acids with ≥4C possess ee while deoxy sugar acids, glyceric acid (3C) and sugar alcohols are racemic. Achiral photolysis of precursors at low temperatures (interstellar ice analogs) readily produces (racemic) polyols including glyceric acid, deoxy sugar acids, and sugar alcohols [37, 56, 65, 66, 68, 94] . However, historically, products of the majority of such syntheses are heavily skewed towards the lower mass (2C and 3C) compounds, and often polyols ≥4C are not reported (it should be kept in mind that the present 4C deoxy sugar acids are of lower mass (120 amu) than the present 4C sugar acids (136 amu)). If a synthetic mechanism, or a combination of interstellar mechanisms [94] , were responsible for the production of the majority of a group of compounds, then the mechanism's properties (achiral or asymmetric) could influence the resulting chiral properties of products (e.g., [88, 92] ).
As discussed in Section 3.3.3, deoxy sugar derivatives are not readily produced in standard aqueous formose reactions, i.e., these derivatives would be less likely products of aqueous reactions inside meteorite parent bodies. While glyceric acid is often seen in laboratory formose reactions, it, and other polyols, were also probably produced in relatively small amounts in parent bodies (Section 3.1). Instead, if certain polyols were as readily produced from interstellar radiation as laboratory simulations suggest then, given the ubiquitous nature of such radiation, a scenario that takes into account the properties of meteoritic polyols (and amino acids), including their ee and relative abundances, can be constructed.
As proposed by Fedoseev et al. [69] , radical addition to a carbon chain could build polyols of increasing size. The proposed mechanism involves the addition of radicals (CH 2 O or CH 2 OH) to the carbonyl end of a given sugar. In contrast, in order to account for the increase in ee with carbon number of meteoritic sugar acids (Figure 4 ), here we propose that radical addition to the terminal (and achiral) -CH2OH group of each preceding homolog may have resulted in the unusual and successive ee increases: terminal addition would have, at the very least, formed the (new) chiral center that by definition identifies an aldose or aldonic acid as either the D or L enantiomer. Such additions could have been to a sugar acid or a parent sugar (the latter would subsequently oxidize to the sugar acid).
Lessons and Conclusions from Meteoritic Amino Acid Research
As a proxy to possible reactions of polyols on meteorite parent bodies, we must use the much wider knowledge gained from the studies of meteoritic amino acids, in particular their abundance and ee distribution [26] . It appears that aqueous processes on meteorite parent bodies increased the L-enantiomeric excess of the rare amino acid isovaline [95] , CH 3 -CH 2 -C(NH 2 )(CH 3 )-CO 2 H. This amino acid, as with the diastereomeric polyols, is important in the study of meteoritic ee because it is very difficult to racemize, i.e., it has a methyl group instead of an easily exchangeable H bonded to the carbon (the "alpha", α, carbon) next to the carboxyl group. To underscore this point, the vast majority of meteoritic α-H amino acids are racemic (see [26] for reported exceptions). Isovaline was found to contain little or no ee in meteorites that are relatively pristine [47, 95, 96] : The only report (of small, 2%) ee in pristine meteorites is in [47] . In contrast, isovaline's ee appears to increase with increasing aqueous alteration of the parent meteorite, up to~18% ee [95] . The organic content of the pristine meteorites is thought to generally have formed earlier than that produced in meteorite parent body aqueous processes. It should be noted that isovaline is the only α-methyl meteoritic amino acid, to date, whose D/L ratios are reported from a wide range of meteorites of different petrographic types. For example, two of isovaline's straight-chained higher homologs, α-methylnorvaline and α-methylnorleucine, also contain ee but, so far, these are only reported from the aqueously altered Murchison and Murray meteorites [76] . Analysis of these compounds in more meteorites would be interesting. A comparison between isovaline and the deoxy sugar acid 2-methylglyceric acid (Figure 3) shows that while both possess a methyl group on the α carbon and are therefore relatively difficult to racemize, isovaline has ee while 2-methylglyceric acid is racemic in at least two of the same aqueously altered meteorites (Murchison and GRA 95229; see Figure 6 and [97] ). Later (Section 8) we suggest that the formation locale (the precursor molecular cloud) of the significant fraction of 2-methylglyceric acid may be responsible for its racemic nature.
Isovaline would have required an achiral precursor (e.g., 2-butanone) for its formation, in the case that its formation took place via the (aqueous) Strecker reaction, which has been suggested as the mechanism of formation for meteoritic amino acids, hydroxy acids [98] , and the relatively unusual imino acids [46] . In contrast to isovaline, isoleucine (Scheme 2) and its stereoisomers (6C compounds), which do require a chiral precursor (2-methylbutyraldehyde, Scheme 2) for their formation in aqueous reactions, are shown to contain large ee (~50-60%) in pristine meteorites [47] . Significantly, these two opposing phenomena, racemic isovaline and large ee in isoleucine stereoisomers were found together in two of the same pristine meteorites, QUE 99177 and EET 92042 [47, 95] (although the meteorites were analyzed in separate studies, and each report focused only on either isovaline or isoleucine stereoisomers).
Higher homologs (7C) of isoleucine, 2-amino-2,3-dimethylpentanoic acid (2-a-2,3-dmpa) and its diastereomer (Scheme 2, enantiomers not shown) were also found to contain ee (in Murchison) and, unlike isoleucine, these two compounds have no known natural occurrence on Earth [97] . As with isovaline, 2-a-2,3-dmpa has a methyl group at the α (and β) carbon and is thus very difficult to racemize (for a list and structures of these and all other meteoritic amino acids with ee see [26] ). From a look at the structures (Scheme 2, see also [26, 47] ), one could picture 2-a-2,3-dmpa as simply isoleucine with a methyl group added to the α carbon. In fact, the common name for 2-a-2,3-dmpa is α-methylisoleucine and its diastereomer is α-methyl-allo-isoleucine (Scheme 2). Because of the close structural similarity of these 6C and 7C compounds, it seems difficult to envision separate synthetic mechanisms.
Can a comparison of the structural relationships and enantiomer properties of isoleucine and methylisoleucine shed light on the broader question of the original nature of ee in at least some meteoritic compounds? From its structure it can be seen that isoleucine has two chiral carbons and therefore so does its diastereomer, allo-isoleucine; in both compounds, the α carbon is bonded to H. The ee of isoleucine was found to be in the L enantiomer and the ee of allo-isoleucine in the D enantiomer [97] . This is understandable if viewed from the perspective of an unbiased aqueous synthesis from the precursor aldehyde, as some proportion of both isoleucine and allo-isoleucine will be produced (Scheme 2B). Epimerization (see legend of Scheme 2) will also lead to some equilibrium proportion of the two, as aqueous alteration facilitates the relatively easy exchange of α hydrogens (with water) and leads to inversion of configuration (at the α carbon), thus converting isoleucine into allo-isoleucine, and vice versa (Scheme 2). The next carbon in each compound (the "β carbon") is much more difficult to racemize-due to its position in the chain-even though this carbon is also bonded to a hydrogen. In contrast to isoleucine, the 7-carbon homologs (α-methyl-isoleucine and α-methyl-allo-isoleucine) have methyl groups at both the α and β carbon, Scheme 2B. Therefore, once formed, these latter diastereomers will likely preserve a very significant fraction of their original chiral properties at both chiral carbons and, again from an aqueous point of view, should retain their D/L ratios longer than isoleucine and allo-isoleucine. Surprisingly, while isoleucine and allo-isoleucine had enrichment in their L and D enantiomer, respectively (see above), α-methyl-isoleucine and α-methyl-allo-isoleucine both contained L enantiomer excesses [99] . In fact, the authors of that study expected opposite enantiomer enrichments in these diastereomers due to the above arguments of aqueous synthesis (e.g., Scheme 2) (the ee of α-methyl-isoleucine and α-methyl-allo-isoleucine [99] were discovered before those of isoleucine and allo-isoleucine [47] ). [99] . In fact, the authors of that study expected opposite enantiomer enrichments in these diastereomers due to the above arguments of aqueous synthesis (e.g., Scheme 2) (the ee of α-methyl-isoleucine and α-methyl-allo-isoleucine [99] were discovered before those of isoleucine and allo-isoleucine [47] ).
Scheme 2. (A)
The structural relationship between isoleucine, allo-isoleucine and α-methyl-isoleucine; (B) An illustration of obtaining specific diastereomers in the same Strecker reaction. Each diastereomer has its own enantiomer ratio. From the structures of allo-isoleucine and isoleucine it can be seen that they are not mirror images (enantiomers) of each other. Instead, they are epimers, i.e., stereoisomers that have multiple chiral centers, but only differ from one another by the configuration at one of the chiral centers. It is much easier to epimerize either compound into the other by inverting the stereochemistry at the α carbon because it contains an exchangeable hydrogen. However it is much more difficult to invert both α and β carbons of a given compound to obtain its enantiomer (see text).
Here, we propose the possibility that the L-L enantiomer excesses of α-methyl-isoleucine and α-methyl-allo-isoleucine could have also been the original case for isoleucine and allo-isoleucine (i.e., both were initially L-enriched). But, due to the mentioned relative ease of racemization of the hydrogen atom on the α carbon of isoleucine and allo-isoleucine, a portion of L-enriched isoleucine was transformed into D-enriched allo-isoleucine (or vice versa), keeping in mind that there was apparently some amount of aqueous activity even in "pristine" meteorites (Section 1), and a possible role of radical chemistry. If epimerization of isoleucine and allo-isoleucine were the case, there is the Scheme 2. (A) The structural relationship between isoleucine, allo-isoleucine and α-methyl-isoleucine; (B) An illustration of obtaining specific diastereomers in the same Strecker reaction. Each diastereomer has its own enantiomer ratio. From the structures of allo-isoleucine and isoleucine it can be seen that they are not mirror images (enantiomers) of each other. Instead, they are epimers, i.e., stereoisomers that have multiple chiral centers, but only differ from one another by the configuration at one of the chiral centers. It is much easier to epimerize either compound into the other by inverting the stereochemistry at the α carbon because it contains an exchangeable hydrogen. However it is much more difficult to invert both α and β carbons of a given compound to obtain its enantiomer (see text).
Here, we propose the possibility that the L-L enantiomer excesses of α-methyl-isoleucine and α-methyl-allo-isoleucine could have also been the original case for isoleucine and allo-isoleucine (i.e., both were initially L-enriched). But, due to the mentioned relative ease of racemization of the hydrogen atom on the α carbon of isoleucine and allo-isoleucine, a portion of L-enriched isoleucine was transformed into D-enriched allo-isoleucine (or vice versa), keeping in mind that there was apparently some amount of aqueous activity even in "pristine" meteorites (Section 1), and a possible role of radical chemistry. If epimerization of isoleucine and allo-isoleucine were the case, there is the possibility that in the very early solar system there was a driving force that heavily favored the excess production of one enantiomer in similar classes of compounds, e.g., L amino acids and D polyols. With one exception (D-allo-isoleucine), all known ee in meteoritic amino acids are L and all ee in polyols are D. Because isovaline did not possess a chiral precursor, while isoleucine (6C) and methylisoleucine (7C) (and their diastereomers) did, perhaps the asymmetric synthetic force (CPL, magnetochiral, etc.) acted enantioselectively in the synthesis or destruction of some fraction of chiral
precursors at a relatively early stage of solar disk formation. There may be a similarity between the above-mentioned ee-containing and racemic amino acids formed at a very early stage of the solar system (i.e., before parent body aqueous alteration) and the meteoritic aldonic acids. As with racemic isovaline in pristine CC, glyceric acid (racemic) would also not require a chiral precursor, if viewed from a classical aqueous reaction point of view. However, the remaining (ee-containing) aldonic acids would have required chiral precursors, similar to the ee-containing diastereomeric amino acids.
It is of interest that both isovaline [100] and isoleucine [101] are also formed in low-temperature UV photolysis experiments. Given isovaline's near-racemic presence in pristine meteorites, a portion of it could have also been produced along with other racemic compounds via pre-solar disk photo-irradiation (keeping in mind the obvious functional group differences between polyols and amino acids, i.e., an asymmetric reagent (CPL, etc.) may have induced an ee in one group but not in the other). To account for the observed increase in isovaline's ee with aqueous alteration, it was suggested that subsequent aqueous reactions amplified a small initial ee [95] . The latter two factors, along with the possibility of additional late-stage racemic synthesis, may account for some of the highly variable ee values observed even within a single meteorite [47] . This reemphasizes the possibility that there were two stages of ee creation: One was early, evidenced in pristine meteorites, and a later one as seen with isovaline (although analyses of isovaline's higher homologs across a wider range of meteorite petrographic types are needed to strengthen this point). However, a caveat to this two-stage scenario is that all ee in meteoritic amino acids (with the above-mentioned allo-isoleucine exception) are in the L enantiomer. Likewise, all polyol ee are in the D enantiomer. Although there are fewer reported polyol measurements relative to amino acids, polyol D excesses do comprise more than ten compounds [31] . What are the chances that all compounds, whether formed early or late, within a single class, would contain the same ee? Was the formation of ee within, and between, the two classes of meteoritic compounds connected?
Summary and Conclusions on Meteoritic Amino Acids
The diastereomer meteoritic amino acids isoleucine and allo-isoleucine contain large ee in pristine CC and, from the perspective of a classical Strecker-type (aqueous) formation, "required" chiral precursors for their formation. In contrast, the rare amino acid isovaline required a non-chiral precursor and indeed does not contain ee (or very little) in the most pristine meteorites. Instead, its ee appears to be a late-stage (parent body) aqueous event. This raises the possibility that a very early asymmetrical reagent (CPL, magnetochiral, etc.) could have yielded ee by enantioselectively interacting with, or synthesizing, chiral precursors thus leading to ee in the corresponding final compounds (amino acids, polyols, etc.). Methylisoleucine (7C) and its diastereomer (each containing two chiral carbons that are extremely difficult to epimerize or racemize) both contain an excess of the L enantiomer whereas isoleucine (6C) and its diastereomer, which also contains two chiral carbons but epimerizes relatively easily because of the α-H, contain an L and D excess, respectively. This leaves open the possibility that the α carbon of isoleucine and/or allo-isoleucine epimerized. While true racemization (inversion of configuration at both the α and β carbons) of isoleucine and allo-isoleucine is theoretically possible, e.g., allo-isoleucine shows a decrease in ee with increasing aqueous alteration of meteorites (Ref. [47] , including SI), however this apparent racemization may also be explained by the additional synthesis of these compounds as racemic mixtures (e.g., in Strecker reactions) The possibility that isoleucine and alloisoleucine underwent epimerization, combined with the fact that all other reported ee in meteoritic amino acids are in the L enantiomer, suggests the possibility that L enantiomers (of amino acids) could have been the overall "choice" of the solar system's asymmetrical reagent. The common α-H amino acids may or may not have contained an early (or late) stage L ee but, as proposed for the α-H carbon of isoleucine, could have undergone racemization.
In the above discussion we mentioned that more analyses (particularly of meteoritic polyols) would be useful. Also, because of the possibility of contamination in meteorites, it should be noted that an ee of isoleucine (14%) and allo-isoleucine (12%) was confirmed by isotope analysis in the relatively clean GRA 95229 meteorite [97] (on the same GC-isotope chromatogram, the enantiomers of the protein amino acid leucine were shown to be racemic). Still, although large ee were seen in multiple pristine meteorites, isotope analyses of isoleucine (and stereoisomers) have yet to be performed in the above-mentioned pristine meteorites (QUE 99177 and EET 92042) and the possibility of contamination has been raised and answered (see [26] ).
Meteoritic Enantiomeric Excesses: Summarized Facts and Predictions
1.
The racemic (and lower mass) meteoritic polyols, deoxy sugar acids, sugar alcohols, and glyceric acid are racemic (or nearly so). These compounds are readily produced by low-temperature photo-irradiation and possibly cold grain chemistry. However, with the possible exception of glyceric acid, they are either not produced or, at best, produced in very low abundances, via weak (i.e., carbonate-catalyzed) non-photolytic formose-type reactions under conditions of carbonaceous meteorite parent bodies. 2.
Exposure of interstellar grains and their ice coatings to the ambient radiation UV field [102, 103] and cold grain chemistry [69] predated the formation of the solar disk, therefore significant portions of racemic 3C and 4C polyols could have been produced much earlier than their higher mass homologs.
3.
There is evidence that aqueous reactions on (the later formed) meteorite parent bodies increased the ee of isovaline, a rare meteoritic amino acid [95] . On the other hand, observations of pristine meteorites lead to the conclusion that extended aqueous alteration on meteorite parent bodies was not necessary for either the formation or ee ratios of certain other compounds, i.e., both occurred at an earlier period [47] . 4.
However, meteoritic sugar acids (i.e., excluding deoxy acids) with higher masses (>3C) carry relatively large ee which increase with increasing carbon number (Figure 4 ), as if successive compounds were being constructed from their immediate precursors in a liquid-type medium. Importantly, these sugar acids are found in relatively low amounts (or not reported at all) in the vast majority of past photolysis experiments.
5.
If polyols were racemic during an initial synthesis via photo-irradiation or reactions on grains (Item 2) while some compounds contain ee in pristine meteorites (along with ee propagation during later-stage aqueous alteration, Item 4), the early solar disk is indicated as the time and locale of ee production. 6.
Magnetochiral effects could be greatly enhanced during the formation of a disk of material, i.e., as the magnetic field intensity in the disk is expected to increase together with increasing density and additive motions of electrically charged ions and grains. In general, the rate and product distribution of chemical reactions involving radicals are known to be affected by magnetic fields [104] . Organic radicals play a significant role in laboratory interstellar ice analog chemistry [59, 65, 66, 69] and such species may have been influenced (directed) by magnetic fields at low disk temperatures. Inorganic (OH) radicals were likely present [11] and may have also interacted with organic species. Although there could be multidirectional magnetic fields in a planetary disk [105] , a specific combination of parallel-aligned radiation and magnetic field [85] could theoretically produce enantiomeric excesses. Radicals would play a lesser role in the chemistry of organic compounds, as they (and their precursors) would gradually become shielded from radiation inside of larger objects. The above discussion does not exclude CPL [92] and other mechanisms from ee production. 7.
During aqueous alteration, some of the ee-carrying compounds could have acted as catalysts that induced ee into other forming compounds (ee amplification). As shown in prebiotically plausible conditions, non-racemic amino acids are capable of acting as catalysts in inducing ee into sugars during aqueous reactions [106] . However, the singular enantiomer (D) enrichment of meteoritic aldonic acids and nearly complete L enrichment of amino acids would have to be explained by such a mechanism. 
A Chronology for Molecular and Enantiomeric Excess Production of Polyols
The above observations of meteoritic polyols lead to a possible chronology of events in their formation and evolution. Figure 7 gives a simple illustration of the overall scenario. plausible conditions, non-racemic amino acids are capable of acting as catalysts in inducing ee into sugars during aqueous reactions [106] . However, the singular enantiomer (D) enrichment of meteoritic aldonic acids and nearly complete L enrichment of amino acids would have to be explained by such a mechanism.
The above observations of meteoritic polyols lead to a possible chronology of events in their formation and evolution. Figure 7 gives a simple illustration of the overall scenario. Figure 7 . A qualitative depiction of the synthesis and evolution of early solar system polyols including their enantiomeric excesses. A fraction of initially synthesized polyols and other compounds (Stage 1) survive throughout interstellar cloud collapse, T-Tauri, and asteroid/comet stages of planetary disk evolution, while some can be synthesized at multiple stages. The properties of chiral members (see text) are a guide to events at each stage including the timing of ee production. During Stage 1, racemic deoxy sugar acids and possibly glyceric acid indicate that the formation mechanism was achiral. However, late Stage 4 compounds (e.g., a fraction of isovaline) implicate liquid water in an increase in ee. Between these end members, multiple meteorites with much less evidence of aqueous activity implicate Stage 2 as the beginning of ee due to the presence of amino acids with relatively large ee (isoleucine and isomers) and possibly glyceraldehyde (see below). For simplicity, the indicated stages are depicted as single periods. However, research clearly indicates (for one example) that a "Stage 1" could be multiple periods and modes of chemical synthesis, (e.g., [69] ). Arrows depict radiation.
Scenario Stage 1-Molecular Cloud Synthesis of Polyols. The significant fraction of the observed 2C-4C polyols (especially ethylene glycol, glycerol, glyceric acid and the 4C deoxy sugar acids) were among the very first organic compounds produced in the pre-solar system via ice photochemistry [66, 90, 91] and/or "non-energetic" synthesis such as CO hydrogenation in ices [69] (athough some could have formed in later aqueous alteration (e.g., Section 3.3.3)). Meteoritic deoxy sugar acids, e.g., 2-methylglyceric acid, erythro-and threo-2,3-dihydroxybutyric acid, etc., are apparently racemic ( Figure 6 and [31] ) (although small enantiomeric excesses cannot yet be ruled out) therefore the synthetic process(es) was likely achiral. Multiple periods and modes of chemical synthesis within Stage 1 may have occurred: For example, a "CO freeze-out stage" capable of producing such compounds as glycerol and glyceraldehyde, followed by periods of further synthesis by VUV photon and cosmic rays (see [69] and references therein).
Scenario Stage 2-The Onset of Chiral Influences and Enantiomeric Excess. At the formation of the early pre-solar disk, an asymmetric reagent(s) became available for the creation of ee in subsequently produced chiral compounds. For example, the ee resulting from increased magnetic Figure 7 . A qualitative depiction of the synthesis and evolution of early solar system polyols including their enantiomeric excesses. A fraction of initially synthesized polyols and other compounds (Stage 1) survive throughout interstellar cloud collapse, T-Tauri, and asteroid/comet stages of planetary disk evolution, while some can be synthesized at multiple stages. The properties of chiral members (see text) are a guide to events at each stage including the timing of ee production. During Stage 1, racemic deoxy sugar acids and possibly glyceric acid indicate that the formation mechanism was achiral. However, late Stage 4 compounds (e.g., a fraction of isovaline) implicate liquid water in an increase in ee. Between these end members, multiple meteorites with much less evidence of aqueous activity implicate Stage 2 as the beginning of ee due to the presence of amino acids with relatively large ee (isoleucine and isomers) and possibly glyceraldehyde (see below). For simplicity, the indicated stages are depicted as single periods. However, research clearly indicates (for one example) that a "Stage 1" could be multiple periods and modes of chemical synthesis, (e.g., [69] ). Arrows depict radiation.
Scenario Stage 2-The Onset of Chiral Influences and Enantiomeric Excess. At the formation of the early pre-solar disk, an asymmetric reagent(s) became available for the creation of ee in subsequently produced chiral compounds. For example, the ee resulting from increased magnetic field strength combined with ambient irradiation, CPL, or CPL from the light scattering of grains and/or dichroic extinction (Section 5). The collapse and concentrating of material (including ions and magnetic fields) from the molecular cloud to a relatively ordered disk would seem to serve the purpose of the above mechanisms. If density of material were a significant factor, then one would expect increased ee production with decreasing distance to the center of the disk. Although a smaller number of polyols are produced at stage 2, lower mass polyols, including dihydroxyacetone/glyceraldehyde, are known low temperature photo-irradiation products. Once produced in this non-aqueous environment, low temperatures temporarily preserve chiral compounds and their ee. One possible mode of synthesis in the early solar disk, even at low temperatures, is the reaction between reactive ions and radicals (formed by earlier or concurrent irradiation) of close proximity in ices [103] . Despite the general reactivity of radicals, some (usually in aromatic structures) are indefinitely stable. Others, such as di-t-butyl methane radical, C(CH 3 ) 3 -CH-C(CH 3 ) 3 , are stable in dilute solution, at temperatures (−30 • C in this case) well above interstellar and in the absence of oxygen [107] . Many organic nitroxide radicals, (RR)N-O • are stable under normal conditions; C(CH 3 ) 3 -N(O • )-C(CH 3 ) 3 is stable to oxygen even above 100 • C [107] . Excursions to higher disk temperatures would increase the molecular mobility of ions and radicals and therefore reaction rates [103] . We note that the melting point range of important precursor molecules such as formaldehyde, acetaldehyde and methanol (unionized at STP) is approximately 149-181 K.
Scenario Stage 3-The Earliest Stage of Aqueous Alteration. After the initial period of ee production, aqueous (or aqueous-like) alteration could have continued the synthesis of small amounts of organic compounds and amplified initial ee. Subsequent syntheses (e.g., of isovaline) could have led to ee in higher-mass chiral compounds [95] (if their synthetic mechanisms were susceptible) due to interactions with the initial ee-containing compounds. Another possibility, possibly relevant to the question of why the ee of polyols (and amino acids) are in enantiomers of the same sign (respectively), involves the preserved radicals (or intermediates) from Stage 2. If one driving asymmetric synthetic force is responsible for the single-handed ee of final products, then perhaps in addition to acting in an enantioselective manner on (or synthesis of) chiral precursors (e.g., precursors to isoleucine, α-methylisoleucine, etc.) at Stage 2, it also biased all chiral intermediate complexes, regardless of whether or not the initial precursors were chiral. For example, one chiral complex in the Strecker synthesis of amino acids is known to be~C(OH)(H)(CN). Therefore, initially non-chiral precursors (e.g., those that would lead to isovaline, its homologs, etc.) could be biased in the same enantiomer direction as the chiral precursors and their complexes. However, perhaps chiral complexes are not quite as susceptible to an asymmetric force as chiral precursors. There could also be a matter of timing. Because chiral intermediate complexes can of course, only form after their respective precursors, they could have been "left over", but with an enantiomer bias, from earlier stages of disk evolution. This latter factor, combined with less susceptibility to asymmetric synthetic forces, would imply that the ee of their eventual products would form later, possibly aided by aqueous reactions, and be less pronounced (have less ee) than the ee in compounds than began from chiral precursors. On this point, isoleucine (and diastereomer) in pristine meteorites has the largest known ee of any meteoritic amino acid (~50-60%) whereas, while an ee of~18% has been seen in isovaline, much lower values are the norm for this compound (see below). The sugar (aldonic) acids, which also had chiral precursors, also have large ee-and these compounds have not been analyzed in the most pristine meteorites. The slower reaction rates of some precursors versus others may have also played a role in the late generation of ee in certain compounds. For example, ketones generally have much slower reaction rates compared to aldehydes in substitution reactions such as the Strecker: Isovaline and other (meteoritic) alpha-methyl amino acids are formed from ketone precursors in this reaction (Section 6).
Although the depicted stages are purely qualitative, something akin to a gentle "Stage 3" may be needed to explain the relatively small range (low variation) of ee observed in meteoritic 4C and 5C sugar acids, respectively [31] . For example, the D ee of combined 4C acids, erythronic and threonic, clustered around an average of~43% with deviations of only~8%. In comparison, much larger deviations are seen in the ee of meteoritic amino acids: Even within the same meteorite (Murchison) ee values of 0-15% have been reported for an individual amino acid, isovaline [9] . Another study reported isovaline ee between 0 to 18.5% depending on CC petrographic type [95] : Other amino acids (stereoisomers of isoleucine) can show wider ee variations [47] . Such variations seem plausible in compounds that may experience a wide range of physical/chemical conditions on the wet parent body [26] (see Stage 4) combined with their syntheses at multiple stages. Because of this multiple-stage synthesis (which could include episodic racemic synthesis, and racemization), the early (e.g., Stage 1 or 2) chiral nature of compounds such as amino acids may be more difficult to unravel compared to, for example, the sugar derivatives: Note the decline in ee of isoleucine with increasing aqueous alteration of the meteorite [47] . As described, the synthesis of sugar and derivatives in formose-type reactions in aqueous meteorite parent bodies would seem to be less robust than that of amino acids (produced by Strecker reactions). Therefore, later synthesis would be less likely to mask early polyol characteristics. A lesson from the glimpses we do have of early amino acid enantiomer properties, seen in a limited number of pristine meteorites, indicate a clear preference for chiral precursor compounds in the production of the earliest solar system ee.
Scenario Stage 4-Full Aqueous Alteration in Meteorite Parent Bodies: Synthesis and Destruction. This stage features the canonical aqueous alteration in parent bodies. While organic syntheses continued, there is also the destruction and/or racemization of organic compounds [47, 95, 108] . CC demonstrate a range of degrees of alteration including by oxidation: Oxidizing species such as H 2 O 2 and • OH likely had significant roles in shaping the properties of CC organic carbon [11] ; these processes can preferentially destroy more labile compounds.
To summarize the fate of an individual compound, in the above scenario: Its final ee is the sum of the 0% ee produced in synthesis at (racemic) Stage 1 plus the amount of ee produced in a fresh batch of this same compound at Stages 2 and 3 plus the varying alteration/new synthesis/racemization of its ee at Stage 4. Partial destruction at Stage 4 would likely not alter enantiomer (D/L) ratios in polyols with multiple chiral carbons (SI in [31] ). Therefore, our hypothesis suggests that the bulk of ee-containing sugar acids were made by a relatively homogenous (and benign) process, i.e., during a "Stages 2 and 3".
A Note on the Possible Role of Glyceraldehyde in the Enantiomeric Excesses of Meteoritic Polyols
Glyceraldehyde, as with other small (2C-3C) compounds presented in this article, can be made by the photolysis of ices (37) . Therefore, if following the presented scenario, a portion of it could have been synthesized very early in solar system history (e.g., Stage 1) resulting in a racemic mixture: This fraction would not be a factor in the formation ee in larger polyols (e.g., the aldonic acids). However, because glyceraldehyde is found in both pristine and water-altered meteorites [47] , a portion of it could have acquired ee at some later stage of solar disk evolution, as apparently occurred with isovaline (Section 6). Although we favor the onset of ee in the 4C-6C aldonic acids at an early disk stage (a "Stage 2 and 3"), the above non-racemic glyceraldehyde could react with formaldehyde or glycolaldehyde to form (and thus transfer ee to) larger polyols (Scheme 3). Unreacted glyceraldehyde could subsequently racemize and oxidize, yielding a fraction of the total racemic glyceric acid. However, the ee initially transferred to larger polyols (such as threonic acid and erythronic acid) would be preserved due to the much higher resistance to racemization of these compounds [31] . It should be noted that persistent small amounts of racemic glyceraldehyde would likely result from the equilibrium with its isomer, dihydroxyacetone, a meteoritic sugar found in low abundance [17] (in fact, glyceraldehyde has now been observed in multiple CCs [47] ). The possibility of racemization/alteration/degradation reactions of meteoritic organic compounds in prolonged aqueous environments (e.g., Stage 4, above) is bolstered by the finding that among a group of CR carbonaceous meteorites, glyceraldehyde and other compounds were significantly depleted in the most aqueously altered specimen (GRO 95577) [47] . In general, discrete compounds have the lowest abundances in the most aqueously altered CR and CM meteorites [108] . In spite of this trend, and although glyceraldehyde is more fragile than most polyols, possible destructive processes should be viewed against the reality that glyceraldehyde/dihydroxyacetone are present in meteorites and that polyol ee [31] and abundance ratios (Table 1) are relatively consistent, indicating their storage and reactions under mild conditions (e.g., Stages 2-3)-at least for some period.
If glyceraldehyde actually never possessed an ee (or it racemized too quickly) then it was not an asymmetric factor in the production of ee in larger polyols. This leaves at least two other possibilities for the origin of ee in the larger (4C-6C) aldonic acids ( Figure 5 ): (i) They were constructed from chiral precursors and acquired their ee at an early pre-aqueous stage (e.g., Stage 2) due to an asymmetrical force acting preferentially on (or the preferential synthesis of) precursor enantiomers (Section 5); and/or (ii) they acquired their ee through the effects of neighboring catalytic non-racemic compounds (e.g., [106] ) in aqueous solution, as possibly occurred with isovaline (95). The chiral, or non-chiral, nature of their precursors in the latter process may or may not have been the determining factor in the final formation of their ee: Note that ee-containing isovaline likely required a non-chiral precursor (2-butanone) in a Strecker-like aqueous process. This point is significant because the vast majority of biological and known meteoritic amino acids would also have non-chiral Strecker precursors. This leads to the conclusion that such a process could have yielded ee in a multitude of compounds. However, only those that were difficult to racemize due a relatively stable chiral center, e.g., isovaline, or those that are diastereomers (4C and higher sugar acids, isoleucine isomers, etc.), or compounds that possess both properties, 2-methylisoleucine, etc., are the compounds whose ee are available to us 4.5 billion years later. polyol ee [31] and abundance ratios (Table 1) are relatively consistent, indicating their storage and reactions under mild conditions (e.g., Stages 2-3)-at least for some period. If glyceraldehyde actually never possessed an ee (or it racemized too quickly) then it was not an asymmetric factor in the production of ee in larger polyols. This leaves at least two other possibilities for the origin of ee in the larger (4C-6C) aldonic acids ( Figure 5 ): (i) They were constructed from chiral precursors and acquired their ee at an early pre-aqueous stage (e.g., Stage 2) due to an asymmetrical force acting preferentially on (or the preferential synthesis of) precursor enantiomers (Section 5); and/or (ii) they acquired their ee through the effects of neighboring catalytic non-racemic compounds (e.g., [106] ) in aqueous solution, as possibly occurred with isovaline (95). The chiral, or non-chiral, nature of their precursors in the latter process may or may not have been the determining factor in the final formation of their ee: Note that ee-containing isovaline likely required a non-chiral precursor (2-butanone) in a Strecker-like aqueous process. This point is significant because the vast majority of biological and known meteoritic amino acids would also have non-chiral Strecker precursors. This leads to the conclusion that such a process could have yielded ee in a multitude of compounds. However, only those that were difficult to racemize due a relatively stable chiral center, e.g., isovaline, or those that are diastereomers (4C and higher sugar acids, isoleucine isomers, etc.), or compounds that possess both properties, 2-methylisoleucine, etc., are the compounds whose ee are available to us ~4.5 billion years later. Scheme 3. Possible fate of a non-racemic fraction of glyceraldehyde during aqueous alteration. Glyceraldehyde is pictured as reacting with formaldehyde (n = 1) or glycolaldehyde (n = 2) to produce larger polyols with enantiomeric excess (ee). If X = H, 5C sugars are the products; If X = OH, 5C sugar acids are the (oxidation) products. However, glycolaldehyde by itself readily produces sugars (especially 4C sugars), and likely even under the weak formose conditions of meteorite parent bodies (Section 3.1).
Conclusions
Early (~1950s-1960s) meteorite polyol analyses reported the presence of multiple sugars. In all cases, the compounds were identical to those in biology. Although this did not rule out the possibility that some of the reported compounds were indigenous, independent (and contemporaneous) opinion pointed out the possibility of contamination and the need for more definitive analytical methods. More recent analysis of meteoritic polyols revealed a suite of rare and biological compounds including sugar acids and sugar alcohols which appear to be the products of interstellar chemistry (photolysis of ices and cold grain chemistry) and later aqueous processes on larger objects. Although we are unable to know the exact chronology of polyol formation in the early Scheme 3. Possible fate of a non-racemic fraction of glyceraldehyde during aqueous alteration. Glyceraldehyde is pictured as reacting with formaldehyde (n = 1) or glycolaldehyde (n = 2) to produce larger polyols with enantiomeric excess (ee). If X = H, 5C sugars are the products; If X = OH, 5C sugar acids are the (oxidation) products. However, glycolaldehyde by itself readily produces sugars (especially 4C sugars), and likely even under the weak formose conditions of meteorite parent bodies (Section 3.1).
Early (~1950s-1960s) meteorite polyol analyses reported the presence of multiple sugars. In all cases, the compounds were identical to those in biology. Although this did not rule out the possibility that some of the reported compounds were indigenous, independent (and contemporaneous) opinion pointed out the possibility of contamination and the need for more definitive analytical methods. More recent analysis of meteoritic polyols revealed a suite of rare and biological compounds including sugar acids and sugar alcohols which appear to be the products of interstellar chemistry (photolysis of ices and cold grain chemistry) and later aqueous processes on larger objects. Although we are unable to know the exact chronology of polyol formation in the early solar system, hypotheses are constrained by the distribution and enantiomeric properties of the measured compounds. Conclusions derived from these properties could be summarized as: (i) Chiral polyols, i.e., those that were synthesized in the pre-solar molecular cloud(s), are racemic; (ii) later (Stage 2), chiral precursor compounds (polyols, aldehydes, ketones, etc.) were differentially influenced by an asymmetric force(s): Chiral compounds, resulting from the latter precursors, contained enantiomeric excesses (ee) as evidenced (so far) by certain sugar acids and (a limited number of) amino acids in pristine meteorites; (iii) subsequently, these initial ee were also catalysts in the creation of new ee in other (or the same) compounds; (iv) however, the ee of the latter compounds could also have resulted from storage and slower reaction rates of their precursor compounds and (pre-biased) chiral intermediates; and (v) chiral compounds (whether created at early or late stages) also underwent some degree of racemization and/or chemical alteration. The ee-containing chiral compounds that were resistant to total racemization are the ones we now observe to carry ee. The volume of research on meteoritic polyols is significantly less than that of other compound classes, particularly amino acids, and more analyses are clearly needed. However, early data on enantiomeric excesses in meteoritic polyols, a group that includes biologically rare members, offer hints that extraterrestrial creation of ee could have played a role in initiating life's homochirality after seeding Earth. 
